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This fall has been a fruitful and fulfilling time of ministry. My highlight
each week is taking 15 DTS students to do evangelism at WWU’s
campus each Wednesday afternoon. I had an encouraging time
sharing the gospel with a very open Jewish student a week ago and
another powerful time sharing with a very interested Sikh student the
week before that. I find nothing more invigorating than having
conversations that might alter people’s eternal destinies.
In October I got to speak for a week on the character and nature of
God to a DTS in Discovery Bay, WA. The hunger and passion of the
students was refreshing to see. Later that month I got to pass out
close to 300 free english versions of the comic book I helped produce
for Mongolia, ‘Prisoner of Hope’ at the Bellingham Comicon. There
are currently 5,000 copies being distributed in Mongolia. I also got to
speak to middle school students at a missions conference in Seattle
about my time in Mongolia and challenged them to live on mission.
Kara and I got to bring November to a close in Hawaii where I trained
17 families in the Family DTS on evangelism at the YWAM campus in
Kona. Kara’s lifelong dream of swimming with dolphins got fulfilled
thanks to some generous friends and we enjoyed our first time away
without the kids! We are so grateful to those who watched our kids
while we were gone. It was very encouraging to see whole families
courageously doing missions together. I got to go out sharing the
gospel with the students on the Kona waterfront to end the week.
Your prayers and support are impacting the nations! We can’t thank
you enough! May Immanuel use you this season to bring his love, joy
and hope to those he has surrounded you with. Merry Christmas!
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